OUTDOOR DOWN DISCHARGE MOD PACKAGE UNIT, EVAPORATIVE COOLER INTAKE, INTAKE HOOD AND OPTIONAL MIXING BOX

AL DIMENSIONS ARE NOMINAL AND GIVEN IN INCHES.

UNIT INFORMATION

- Standard evaporative cooler unit
- HPD: 1 to 4 units
- Rainbow model: C100x
- Maximum airflow: 1,000 CFM
- Compatibility with various models
- Optional filterặp
- 2191-3146-0004-0005-0006-0007-0008-0009-0010

UNIT DIMENSIONS

- Max roof opening 2 smaller than curb outside dimension
- All dimensions given in inches

DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

- Support structure
- Intake filter
- Optional filters
- Access door
- Condenser coil
- Motor
- Access door
- Drain connection
- Connection for flexible ducting
- Condenser
- Can be installed above condenser
- Drain pan
- Flexible ducting
- Drain line
- Access to condenser
- NPT connection
- Drain pan connection
- Flexible ducting connection
- Optional mixing box
- Curb outer wall
- Lift cage

TABLE INFORMATION

- Model numbers
- Dimensions
- Compatibility with various models
- HPD ratings

NOTES

-应根据实际情况进行调整
-适用于各种型号
-装配要求
-尺寸标注